INTRODUCTION

LAWS FOR NOWHERE

➤

Beyond Spacetime: a project with Christian Wüthrich on the
‘emergence’ of spacetime from less-than-fully spatiotemporal
physics. See www.beyondspacetime.net

➤

‘Before’ spacetime: was there a ‘transition’ from a state that has
no eﬀective classical spacetime description, to one that does,
‘at the big bang’? (Cf. Vaas 2004.)

➤

Questions about the transition and non-spatiotemporal states:
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➤

What are the non-spatiotemporal degrees of freedom?

➤

How do they ‘form’ spacetime?

➤

How can there be a change without time? A before and
after? A process? Empirical laws governing them?

http://kacabradonjic.com/projections/

STRING THEORY AND SPACETIME
➤

Weyl invariance of a quantum string in curved, dynamic spacetime gμν, with

STRING COSMOLOGY (SEE GASPERINI 2007)
➤

S=
➤

−1
dD x g ⋅ {e −ϕ[R + ( ∇ϕ)2] + ℒm}.
2ℓsD−2 ∫

Let D = 4, and homogeneous, isotropic, flat, space: g00 = 1,

gii = − a 2(t).

a scalar dilaton field ϕ entails the action (cf. Huggett and Vistarini, 2015)

➤

This is a lowest order twofold perturbative result: in an expansion in

For t > 0: a· > 0 and a·· < 0 – expanding, decelerating = FLRW.
➤

spacetime curvature, and in gs (the string coupling).
➤

At t = 0: curvature singularity, but gs ∼ e ϕ is finite.

Comparison with the Einstein-Hilbert action shows that ℓsD−2e ϕ gives
the gravitational interaction strength: e ϕ also gives gs.
s

➤

Classical ‘background’ fields gμν, ϕ, … represent ‘coherent states’ of
stringy gravitons, dilatons, … – in (arbitrary) ‘target space’ (≠ space).

➤

For t < 0: a· > 0 and a·· > 0 – expanding, accelerating = inflation.
➤

At t = 0: curvature singularity, and gs ∼ e ϕ → ∞.

➤

At t = − ∞: curvature and gs ∼ e ϕ vanish.

DISSOLUTION OF TIME? (SEE HUGGETT AND WÜTHRICH 2018)
➤

‘Joining’ these solutions would make a universe, −∞ < t < + ∞.

and
➤

LAWS
➤

‘Law’ can refer to a nomic fact, or a statement describing it:
here I mean the statement.

➤

I also mean contingent, empirical laws, rather than
mathematical truths.

➤

Universality of laws: “nature uses only her longest threads to
weave her patterns, so each small piece of her fabric reveals the
organization of the entire tapestry” (Feynman, 1968)

make

A singularity prevents these solutions joining, but they cannot be trusted
there, since both small parameters of the perturbative approximation –
curvature and gs – diverge. Possibilities:

➤

➤

Higher-order corrections smooth the join, retaining target space.

➤

One leaves the perturbative regime, ultimately requiring nonspatiotemporal (?), unknown M-theory.

Our questions regarding the formation of spacetime, timeless processes,
and laws can then be framed within these models.

LAWS AND SPACETIME I
➤

Some laws explicitly state regularities in spacetime terms,
though some do not.
➤

➤

➤

➤

Contrast the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with (a)
the time-independent version, or (b) Chargaﬀ ’s law
(‘guanine equals cytosine, and adenine equals thymine’).

Especially, what replaces the central notion of dynamical
laws, describing temporal evolution? (The issue already
arises as the ‘problem of time’ in geometrodynamics.)

In short, laws express regularities in events.

➤

Here I will remain neutral on what more they might do.

Let us distinguish two ways that laws depend on spacetime,
and so two kinds of issue for non-spatiotemporal laws.

LAWS AND SPACETIME II

Issue: how to formulate laws in terms that don’t involve
spacetime-dependent degrees of freedom?
➤

➤

Another connection between laws and spacetime:
➤

Laws express regularities in occurrent events.

➤

Aristotle’s ontological maxim: ‘To be is to be
somewhere’ [and somewhen] — i.e., occurrence requires
spatiotemporal occurrence. (Physics IV.1)

➤

So laws express regularities in events occurring in spacetime.

➤

Hence laws specify where and when their regularities are
instantiated: perhaps implicitly, “At xyz times and places…”.

➤

Issue: what is an occurrent event – or regularity in occurrent
events – absent spacetime? What replaces Aristotle’s maxim?

LAWS WITHOUT SPACETIME?
➤

Suppose a theory that is not fully spatiotemporal. Does it have laws?
➤

Purely spatial or temporal, or lacking geometrical structure but
possessing a manifold …
➤

The stringy big bang target space?

➤

g2
g3

Is the notion of law (and occurrence?) inapt, arising as an
eﬀective notion in ‘emergent’ spacetime?

Renormalization group: if there is a scale parameter in a
theory, the RG describes how a theory’s ‘constants’ change
under variation of the scale – a trajectory in ‘parameter space’.

E.g., the running of couplings in the standard model with
energy density/temperature leads to a change in the
vacuum state, and spontaneous symmetry breaking.

Apply this picture to GFT: there are phases with Fock and
condensate vacua, with a conjectured RG flow linking them.

g1
g4

GEOMETROGENESIS
➤

The condensate vacuum does, but the Fock vacuum does not, have
a description as a quantum spacetime.
➤

E.g., the running of renormalized couplings with energy.

If parameter space is divided into diﬀerent phases, the RG
flows provide an account of phase transitions.
➤

Such quanta can be pictured as nodes with vertices labelled
by the group elements: atoms of a spin network. GFT can
be interpreted as second quantized loop quantum gravity.

M-Theory? Group Field Theory?

RENORMALIZATION GROUP

➤

➤

E.g., ϕ†̂ (g1, g2, g3, g4) with gi ∈ SO(1,3), ‘creating’ a
quantum of the field at a point of group space.

Or is some new conception of law appropriate?
➤

➤

➤

What replaces spatiotemporal occurrence as occurrence?
➤

➤

GFT: a quantum field over the elements of a group, rather
than points of spacetime.

Or non-spatiotemporal structure allowing laws analogues?
➤

➤

➤

Maybe it has suﬃcient spatiotemporal structure for laws?
➤

➤

GROUP FIELD THEORY (SEE ORITI 2014)

It is a collective state, and its collective degrees of freedom can
be interpreted as satisfying a ‘wave’ equation on minisuperspace.

➤

First, we have geometrogenesis in the ‘stationary’ sense that GFT
parameter space contains ‘geometric’ and ‘non-geometric’ phases –
hence phase ‘transitions’ between them.

➤

Second, in a ‘parameterized’ sense of an RG trajectory for a varying
scale parameter ‘connecting’ the phases.

➤

Proposal: fundamentally, the world is a parameterized RG trajectory
in GFT parameter space, whose phase (perhaps) transitions from
non-geometric to geometric, corresponding to the big bang.

THE EMERGENCE OF SPACETIME
➤

How can we explain the emergence of the observed universe given
such a world? How do space and time relate to an RG trajectory?

(a)One can obtain a (classical) spacetime solution by taking the classical
limit of quantum spacetime in the geometric phase.

LAWS AND GEOMETROGENESIS
➤

We find a fully non-spatiotemporal theory, both in the sense
of GFT itself, and in the sense of RG trajectory as a world.

➤

The frameworks maybe have enough familiar structure for
laws in formulated in analogous ways to normal.

(b)Conjecture: internal, relational time parameter(s) ξ of spacetime

➤

‘correspond’ to the RG scale parameter, X.
(c) Proposal: the universe at ‘time’ ξ is well-described by the classical
limit taken at any point X of the RG flow, provided that ξ is far ‘above’
the scale set by X.
➤

LAW, WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?

➤

Suppose a collection of quantities {A, B, C…} that suﬃce to
characterize any occurrent state of a system.
Then suppose a principle of general compossibilty — ‘all values of

A, B, C are compossible’. But this allows ‘too much’.
➤

Laws restrict which (sequences of) values are physically compossible.

➤

But why accept general compossibility?

➤

➤

Often, RG flow is understood as a mathematical fact
about parameter space – how can it be an empirical law?

➤

Quine’s ontological maxim: “to be is to be the value of a
bound variable”.

Then seeking descriptions of ever earlier epochs will drive the relevant
RG scale X back towards the phase transition – and if to it, the
‘prehistory’ of the universe is non-geometric.

➤

But, supposing that points of GFT parameter space are
possible stages of the world: what is the diﬀerence between
occurrence and non-occurrence?

➤

Factual: it is a modal, metaphysical fact.

➤

Formal/pragmatic: as part of a package for expressing law-facts
(fill in your favorite account).

Keeping such formal/pragmatic motivations in mind perhaps
undermines the significance of the occurrent/possible distinction.
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